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FOREWORD

Learning tactical skills on the battlefield is costly; learning
tactical skills short of a real combat environment is difficult. Yet
this is precisely the Army's training mission -- the training of troops
in tactical skills and the constant improvement of the effectiveness and
efficiency of that training.

In 1971 the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences (ARI) with TRADOC initiated research which led to development
of a tactical training method now known as tactical engagement simula-
tion training. Two tactical engagement simulation training techniques
have been implemented Army-wide: SCOPES (Squad Combat Operations
Exercises (Simulation)) for infantry squad training and REALTRAIN for
armor, anti-armor and combined arms training.

Engagement simulation training was designed to require the same
tactical behaviors as combat. Embodied in the REALTRAIN model are a
number of learning principles which have again been demonstrated to be
important for effective training. Probably most important is that the
competitive nature of REALTRAIN exercises provides the motivation to
learn, an element often lacking in Army training.

The potential of engagement simulation training has been demon-
strated. For this potential to be realized fully, further research has
been required to refine current engagement simulation training tech-
niques to make them more effective and to extend these techniques to
other areas of application. This document is one of a series that
presents the results of this research, and is intended as an implement-
able product. This Research Product presents two training programs on
the conduct nf After Action Reviews. These training programs have been
designed to increase the effectiveness of this very important aspect of
engagement simulation training.

This research was part of a larger research program which is re-
sponsive to the requirements of RDT&E Project 2Q763743A773 and the
TRADOC System Manager for Tactical Engagement Simulation of the US Army
Training Support Center, Fort Eustis, Virginia.

~JO EPH ZEIb!ý
I?'hnical Director



PREFACE

In the tactical engagement simulation training environment, indi-
viduals learn from those events they were able co observe directly.
However, any one individual has only a limited view of the battlefield
(simulated or real). His perceptions concerning the opposition, their
disposition on the ground, the actions of his battlemates, and the total
outcome is at best limited. The combat historian, S.L.A. Marshall,
demonstrated that following combat, "Battle Analysis" with survivors
helped to gain a clearer picture of the total battle for both training
and historical purposes.

The employment of an After Action Review (AAR) following engage-
ment simulation exercises--where exercise events are reviewed chronolo-
gically by all exercise participants--helps, an does Battle Analysis,
to clear away the "Fog of War." but also includes the added insight from
personnel who had been the "casualties". Maybe most importantly, AAR
participants also get to review the exercise from the perspective of
the opposing side. Battle reconstruction gives each participant a better
idea of unit and individual actions that led to mission success (or fail-
ure) and what part his actions played in the course of battle. In
subsequent exercises, the individual soldier can apply behaviors chat
have proven successful in earlier battles undr similar circumstances.

The training benefit from the After Action Review (AAR) can be
substantial. However, the techniques employed by the leader of an AAR
are quite different than usual military training practice. Without
specific guidance on how to conduct an effective AAR, leaders are tun-
likely to obtain the most beneficial training from engagement simula-
tion. When left on their own, AAR leaders will often follow a standard
military critique format. A critique is one-way in nature and offers
little opportunity for a two-way exchange of information. A critique
assumes that the session leader has all the facts surrounding the exer-
cise he is criticizing; in engagement simulation, as in real combat, it
is rarely possible to have all the facts bearing on the battle. When a
critique is given on the partial knowledge available, it is probable
chat the important events will be ignored and tht- battle Iincorrectly
reconstructed. Further. the nature, of the critique tends to make re-
cipients adopt a defensive posture.

Army Research Institute efforts to refine REALTRAIN have led to
research on the most appropriate behaviors for leaders of the After
Action Review. The draft training document which follows is one product
of this research and has been written to provide specific guidance on
how to conduct an effective AAR for small combat arms units employing
REALTRAIN or other engagement simulation techniques. It is further
intended to assist unit leaiders to offset the well-established critique
method



The training progrm is divided Into two parts: The first part is
a self-study guide; the second Is to be used by unit training officers
to teach others how to conduct After Action Reviews, This two-part docu-
ment has been written to familiarize AR leaders with the skills required
for accurate reconstruction of exercise events and the managemnt of the
exercise participants to produce the most effective learning effects
from the AR. Included in the training programs are a discussion of the
most important skills required In conducting an AMR and practical exer-
cises for gaining necessary experience. Included aong the Appendixes
is a proposed TV script for A" leader orientation.
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CONDUCT OF THE AFTER-ACnION REVIEW

laftrdactitio aMd Prpose

This is a two-part document to familiarize you with the skills required to organize
and execute the Aft-r-Action Review (AAR) phase of a REALTRAIN exercise. Part I is a
self4tudy guide. Part 11 is for unit training officers to use to familiarize others in the conduct
o!an AAR.

This document sets forth baic guides for conduct of an AAR. As you read.
you will better appreciate that leading an AAR is a complex task requiring special skills.
This documnent tells you what you need to know and do in order to conduct one properly.
Thes mateial can help, but they cannot entirely take the place of pmctical experience
in conducting AARs. You gain greater proficiency each time you conduct one.

You should read and understand all of Part I prior to taking an active part in
an AAR. Lo adin the AAR is a demanding anti important training task. As you read on,
you will begin to see what you need to know and do in order to conduct one properly.

1 4



PART I. SELF-STUDY GUIDE

Introduction

ALTRAIN exercises are designed to enable combat arms units to learn the art
and science of modern warfare under conditions that simulate actual combat. REALTRAIN
lets the members of a tactical unit test their abilities against an intelligent foe, thus sharpening
their combat skills in a competitive situation. The After-Action Review (AAR) serves to rein-
force and expand on what L learned during the exercise. It lets members of opposing units be-
come more fully aware of how well they performed and helps them understand why individuals
and teams can decrease unit effectiverness if they are not well-trained team members.

Experience gained during a REALTRAIN exercise by itself does not guarantee
learning. Learning also involves a soldier's ability to relate his own behavior to that of
others in his unit and to the actions and reactions of the enemy. A well-executed AAR
provides the opportunity for REALTRAIN participants to see the "big picture" of their
unit's teamwork, including the way the enemy saw it.

To lead an AAR, you must be thoroughly familiar with the concept of engage-
ment simulation training (REALTRAIN). The concept is developed and explained in the
following manuals:

TC 71-5 Tactical Trainingfor Combined Arms Elements. REAL TRAIM.

TC SCOPES: A System for Realistic Squad Tactical Training.

In addition, two videotapes show how the AAR is conducted and have been
distributed to Army units: "Introduction to REALTRAIN" and "The REALTRAIN
After-Action Review."

This document is keyed specifically to materials found in Section 4-6, page 54
of TC 71-5, to the "After-Action Review (AAR)" paragraphs on page 14 of TC 7-2, and
to the videotape, "The REALTRAIN After-Action Review."
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REALThAIN and Conventional Training

Understanding the AAR depends on understanding how REALTRAIN is a
new training approach for combat arms units. The REALTRAIN concept differs from
previous, moae conventional unit training in several ways that are intended to improve
trainit effechtvenm Differences in trani g with REALTRAIN are reflected in a dif-
ferent approach to the aDysis of unit performane in the AARa arer an exercise.

1. REALTRAIN involves free play. Once missions and orders are given to
unit leaden, the exercise supervisors let the units "fight it out" without
interference from above. How the action and counteraction will develop
depends on the actions of units and players. It cannot be known in
advance.

2. Each side. in using its weapons, produces simulated casualties. These
casualties are taken out of action by controllers, who use objective rules
of engagement that faithfully reflect the capabilities of each weapon.
This produces realistic, performance-based attrition which demonstrates
clearly the effects of Akill on outcome.

3. Free play and declaration of casualties are reflected in the conduct of L

the AAR. The REALTRAIN After-Action Review differs from the
ordinary post-mission critique in that it emphasizes player participation.
Generally in the critique an evaluator serves as the sole source of informa-
tion. Few inputs to the critique come from participants. The realistic
simulation of combat in REALTRAIN exercises provides the participating
soldiers with information which they are encouraged to provide in the
AAR.

The RIýALTRA. AAR

The REALTRAIN AAR is a guided discussion of an actual exercise. It is led by
an exercise supervisor (senior controller) who uses reports by troops from both sides to
reconstruct the action as it actually happened. With players from both sides contributing.
the AAR leader brings out lessons without cdticism. Mistakes and successful actions of
individuals and the units are'described and discussed. Thus, It builds on and reinforces
learning that occurs in the exercise and strengthens learning by doing.
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REALTRAIN exercises have no predetermined outcomes. They are tied to
tactical situations which differ each time they occur-just like combat. Doing the job
right in REALTRAIN results in a rewarding outcome. Doing it wrong earns no reward.
A soldier who has the experience of "destroying" a tank knows he was doing something
right. The tankers who were "destroyed" are likely to try to think of how they might
have acted to prevent being killed. Even soldiers who are not involved in simulated com-
bat engagements learn that at least the other side didn't detect them and take them under
fire. Again, they were doing something right. The thing to remember about REALTRAIN
is that: (1) everyone does not learn the same thing; and (2) everyone does not learn some-
thing of equal value from the same exercise. That's where the AAR comes in. By discussing
the sequence of events in the exercise and reconstructing the action, individual soldiers can
get a clearer idea of just what that "something" they did right (or wrong) was. They can
put it into their own words and remember it better. They can also learn from hearing
others talk about the lessons they learned. The secret of executirg a useful AAR is to
matnage the reconstruction process so that as many of the potential learning opportunities
as possible, both for the individuals and the unit, are brought out, discussed and made clear.

The AAR cannot be brought down to a neat, precise routine. The fhst tendency
of the new AAR leader is likely to be to return to what he knows best-namely, how to
critique performance as he saw it during the training exercise. REALTRAIN gives him the
chance to do more than this.

It is perhaps surprising, but many troops aren't accustomed to learning by doing.
They have a hard time seeing what their experiences meant, and don't know how to deal with
them without help. It's the AAR leader's job to help them better understand and learn from
their own experiences. He does this by conducting the AAR in such a way that when the
action is fully reconstructed, each man can see where his actions fit in, and either helped or
hindered the unit in its overall mission performance.

Since lessons to be learned ,:pend on how the battle goes, the REALTRAIN AAR
leader must derive the content of thb AAR from events that occurred during the exercise.
Hence, this content cannot be known in advance. And, while exercise training objectives may
(and should) be established, additional lessons to be learned may emerge which were not
anticipated. This requires the AAR leader to keep up with the action as it occurs, and to
check his observations in a Controller Debrief prior to conduct of the AAR. He should have
a general overview of what happened. Then, during the AAR, the leader serves as a moderator.
He encourages the players to tell what they did and what happened as a result. He does not
interject his own judgments. A good way to get "eaten alive" in an AAR is to try to tell two
groups who have fought one another in an intense REALTRAIN exercise what "really hap-
pened" (or worse, what should have happened, and what they should have learned). Thus,
practice and experience are required to conduct an AAR well. In a sense, in a well-conducted

AAR, the two groups from opposing sides learn from each other. The major tasks of the
AAR leader are:

5



1. During the exercise and the Cont:oller Defrief, to become familiar
with key events that occurred during the battle, and the order of
events.

2. By group discussion, to have members of opposing sides develop
these and other events as seen from different angles.

3. To summarize infornationm from participants.

4. To highlight the events that are most critical, and bring out how
ind..idual events relate to the tactical success of each unit as a
whole.

At the end of a successful AAR, the troops themselves will have reconstructed the exercise
(verbally) the way they experienced it, while the AAR leader has helped them connect dif-
ferent parts together into a pattern of cause and effect at the unit level.

SUk~ Required

Several skills are required to conduct a successful AAR. The first and most impor-
tant is that of discunion leading, and this study guide goes into a lot of detail about this skill.
Other skills required to organize and execute an AAR-how to prepare a site, how to debrief
REALTRAIN controllers, prepare training aids, etc. -are treated as well. These skills are
important, but they're not very hard to learn. Concentrate on learning the key processes
involved in discussion leading, and then it will be easy to see how other skills are needed to
support those processes.

Discussion leading involves drawing a factual account of actions from players, and
helping players develop lessons to be learned from them. The AAR leader is not an instructor
in the usual sense. Though he brings his tactical knowledge to the situation, he avoids giving
answers and approved solutions. He listens to what happened as the men tell it, then uses his
knowledge of tactics in helping them develop a better understanding of the significance of
their actions. He may act as an instructor at other times, but not while he's acting in the role
of AAR leader.

The specific subskills required to lead an AAR discussion are:

* Pacing group discussions.

"* Attending closely to soldiers' reports.

"* Making sure that reports and reconstruction of events are accurate.

6



* Setting and maintaining a no-punishment climate for learning.

SAsking open-ended questions.

e Maintaining a low profile.

* Managing a learning group.

* Summarizing.

You probably have most of these skills right now to some degree, considering them
one by one. It's their combination that's important in the AAR. Let's review the major ele-
ments of each, so that you can judge where you are strongest already In managing a learning
group, and where you will need to get additional practice.

Pacing the AAR

There is no prescribed length to an AAR. Every soldier involved in a key event
must have time to talk about his actions, and all information needed to reconstruct key points
In the battle must be brought out.

However, the AAR leader must guard aainst letting the session drag. If it does,
people lose interest and mentally drift away. In your introduction to the AAR, ask everyone
to be brief and stick to the key points in his remarks. If you sense the discuLsion can move
more rapidly, pick up the pace.

Keeping Your Attention Firmly on Soldiers' Reports

In ordinary conversations, people usually don't listen to every word. They pick up
key words and phrases. Often, those "key" words are those they really want to hear. Leading
an AAR requires full concentration, with eyes and ears, directed to what each soldier actually
says. You must listen closely. Otherwise, you will start to fill in gaps in your understanding
of the action from what you think probably happened, or ought to have happened. Here are
some specific "Do's" and "Don't's":

DO: * look at the speaker.

9 let him know that you're listening and interested.

I interrupt only to have speakers clarify.

7



DO: * recognize the value of what he's saying with occasional

words like "okay," or "good."

"* let the speaker finish making a point before you respond.

"* keep people focused on relating their own experiences-
not excuses, or what might have happened.

DON'T: * interrupt with your own views or opinions.

* finish people's sentences for them.

* look away, speak to someone else, read the NCS sheet,
or otherwise give the impression that you're not listening.

* let yourself get drawn into arguments.

Acwate Factual RepA rt . Most of the facts that are brought out in the AAR
come from the soldiers who took part in the exercise. Your task as a leader is to make sure
they stick to facts (as they saw them), and that their statements are understood by the rest
of the group.

To make sure reports are accurate, you should summarize for the group your under-
standing of significant events as they occurred. Then, if they wish to, let the speakers correct
your understanding. When you comment, begin by saying words such as, "As I understand
it. , ." and then ask, "Is that about right?"

Don't interrupt (or guess at) motivation or intention by saying, "What you (or he)
really should have said wu. . ." Don't let soldiers interpret another's actions or guess inten-
tions. For example, suppose one man says about another, "What he was trying to do was
move his fire team to the right when I shot him." Ask the soldier to restate his report in terms
of what he actually saw. He might then say, "No. 55 and 57 moved out of cover to my right
about 200 meters away and I shot both." The objective of the AAR is to reconstruct only
what happened-not to get opinions about the intentions or motives of the troops. The results
of what happened show up very clearly in terms of casualties, uncoordinated maneuvers, etc.,
as events are described.

As an AAR leader, you'll be listening to soldiers telling each other about their
experiences. Your job is to listen to each speaker, and their conversations with one another.
You encourage all of them to concentrate on what each one has to say. Do this by letting
other players confirm, add to, or even express disagreement with a given speaker's account.
This helps tie together all the different points of view into a complete picture.

8



If a soldier took a long time to say his piece, you may ask someone else to sum
up his report. Ask such summary questions as, "No. 55 said he got you when you moved

your head out of cover. Are there any facts you can add to that?" In other words, show
by example how to keep reports short, simple, and factual. The troops will soon get the
idea.

SteerinS the Dicusion Toward Leaming and Away from Criticism. This is done
by your actions, not so much by your words. Some pointers on ways you set up the group
to learn from each other are:

o Put the troops at ease, but ask for their attention.

• Explain that the object of the AAR is to reconstruct what happened
during the exercise so everyone can learn all the tactical lessons the
engagement produced.

0 Indicate that everyone mentioned on your exercise record, such as a
casualty, will be asked to discuss his actions. Stress that actions, not
intentions, are the key to reconstructing the battle.

9 Give your attention to what people say.

* Check frequently to see if you've heard accurately.

* Never put anyone down or in any way ridicule him. Put-downs create
resentment-not learning.

* Say, "I don't know," when you are asked a question about the exercise

that you don't know the answer to. See if anyone else can he!p answer.

* Be willing to admit you misunderstood a statement; be willing to be corrected.

* Actively encourage others to say what they are trying to say, encourage
hesitant speakers,

* Avoid using authority of rank or position when uncalled for. In an AAR, your
rank should indicate primarily a responsibility to help tle men learn-not an
occasion to show how much you know.

9



Ask Ope*4Ended Qustaonm. An open-ended question is one that requires thought.
It has no quick, factual answer. The correct answer is one that accurately describes someone's
thoughts or best judgments. Questions that can be answered "yes" or "no" are not open-
ended. Questions like, "What would you do in a similar situation?" are. Open-ended ques-
tions help the learner reflect upon his actions and behavior. Some ways to start open-ended
questions are: "How would you. . ." "Why would you..." "In what situation would
you. .. ," "If you had it to do over, what would you... ," "*What other alternatives can
you think of that. . . ""What happened When. ... ."

Not all questions should be open-ended. Questions of fact like, "Wnre you behind
the tank Uke he said?" definitely have a place in the AAR. But if you want to lead the par-
ticipant to think or reflect upon his decisions and actions, your questions need to be open-
ended. Questios are tool. to be used to help reconstruct and interpret the action-not to
cross examine the troops.

Maintinig a Low Pfotl. The AAR leader should keep a low profile. The tempta-
tion to make your opinions known before a captive audience of your men is often great-
particularly when your unit made a gross error during the exercie. Or, perhaps you like to
instruct. But skill as a lecturer has minor value in the AAR leader's role.

Maintaining a low profile doesn't mean heing Inactive. It involves acting so that
the center of attention is always on individuals in the group and on their reports and actions.
You want players to experience the AAR as a high-powered learning session, with your pre-
sence being important but not the source of the information to be remembered. Your greatest
reward should come from helping others learn through your skilfu but low-keyed guidance,
not from being the "star attraction."

Group Mlanuis ent. Group management includes a number of activities:

* Stating the purposes of the session.

* Helping people participate.

* Keeping the discussion on key points.

Bring all players together. Do not let them wander about-this causes distractions.
Keep movement down. When disagreements are allowed to consume a lot of time, learning
drops off. A well-managed group will know why it's assembled, what's expected, who's in
charge, how to participate effectively, and what the "work rules" are (whether it's okay to
smoke, talk, sit down, speak without raising a hand, etc.). As with all management, the
"minor" details need attention.

10



During the AAR, individual soldiers face either their "victims" or "killers," to
discuss what led to the kills. With help from the AAR leader, they learn lessons from what
they did as individuals, and as a team. If each participant is to learn from the experiences
of others, he must relate individual events to a larger pattern. The larger pattern refers to
the coordination of actions of individuals to make up actions of the unit. "Unit behavior"
is not self-evident; the AAR leader must collect and interrelate sequences of actions that led
to mission outcomes.

Each soldier's report can be used as a piece of the puzzle which, when put together,
describes the unit's behavior. After several individual exchanges, you should present a partial
summay stressing critical facts. Do th4s thro'nghout the AAR, coming back to soldiers who
spoke at the beginning. "Now, can you see what happened because the scouts failed to
report the minefiIld at the crossrods?" The goal is to build a pattern, showing how prior
events led to later successes or failures of the group effort.

At the end of the AAR, repeat critical unit behaviors, "You'll recall that, after the
squad leader of the third squad got killed, no one took control of the squad, then each soldier
went off by himself, and each was killed in turn by the defense." Have the men help with the
summary, develop themes, and analyze the results of their acts.

Step-By-Step Guidance In AAR Leadership

The purpose of this section is to describe the tasks involved in planning and exe-
cuting the After-Action Review. It will help you to conduct an AAR.

Prepamtion of the Setting

Prepare the AAR site and training aids in advance. You have two choices as to
where the AAR will be held, a temporary field location or a fully prepared site.

Temporary Field Location

Here you do not designate the site for the AAR until the exercise is over. Conduct
the review at or near where the most decisive action took place, so that the soldiers can see
the terrain involved. Use this option when:
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• The training oup is small (platoon or le.),

* The units are conducting initial RFALTRAIN exeniaes
emphizing individual and crew proficiency.

a Time available is short (e.g., when another exercise is scheduled
to follow the one just finished).

0 The weather is favorable.

Pf"Mn Ste

This Is set up at a location near the bivoupc area, yet tar enough away so that the
men am not distracted by administrative activities. In periods of inclement weather, some
type of overhead cover should be available. Preparaton of a special AAR site is suggested
when:

* Larger combat teams ar• training (platoon-on-platoon exercises).

* Units are in advanced tactical uaming, resulting in longer, more
detailed reviews.

* Bad weather is likely.

Site preparation might include setting up or using exhsftng bleachers for seating,
peparing terruin models, rigging a PA system and so on.

In either cawe, armap players and controllers approximately like this:

Unit "A" --- no" h-llt "B"

3*k01 Cooelh

Because individual soldiers will he doing most of the talking, bring them close
enough together so that they can hear each other.

I: :I



If bleachers arn available, everyone can better see the terrain model. But if every-
one sits in bleachers so that the units no longer face each other, you may find it harder to lead
a discussion when all soldiers are facing in one direction.

0 Arrange to have a terrain model in place before the group. AARs
can be conducted from a view of the actual terrain but this method
won't work out if large distances are involved, because all of the
terrain cannot be seen.

The model needn't be a fancy, highly detailed, permanent three-
dimensional map in full color. You can cornstruct one from sand,
dirt, twigs and branches and plastic models that represent men and
vehicles. The terrain model should be large enough for everyone to
3ee and represent the most important features of the area. The
closer people are to it, the better. Identify opposing forces by dif-
ferent colored markings, flags, etc. Put in boundaries, trails and
roads by using colored sand, tape or the like. The model table-
if you have one-should have uides about four (4) inches high to
protect the model and define the area. For detailed instructions
on how to build terrain models, see TC 21-6-2.

* Provide yourself with a pointer, felt-tip pens and a large pad of
newsprint or butcher paper. An easel is useful for holding a sketch
pad. The sketch pad can be used to note key points as the troops
bring them out in the AAR, or to supplement the terrain model
use by diagramming key maneuvers and actions.

Ifa break is due, see that it happens prior to the AAR. Generally speaking, it's
best to conduct the review as soon after the action as possible, so make any break a short one.

SeIf-Prepamtion

We'll assume you're prepared to deal with RFALTRAIN exercises-that you know
the concept, the equipment, control methods, and the tactics of the units involved.

Preparations will include familiarizing yourself with the specific exercise, its objec-
tives, its place in the whole training sequence, whether it's the first, second, or tenth time
through for the units, and what training objectives the exercise is intended to achieve.
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If the troops have never run REALTRAIN before, their interest will be on the
mechanics of the training, on inflicting casualties and getting credit for it. In more advanced
stages, unit tactics will receive more attention. So you should be prepare4 to conduct the
AAR on an appropriate level. Don't set up a preconceived idea of what they will be most
interested in talking about. Let that come out naturally as the AAR proceeds.

During the exercise, you will serve as one of the senior controllers. As senior con-
troller, you monitor a tactical net and the-control net, to follow the action. You cannot
observe the whole battlefield. Have your controllers provide you with additional facts you
need during a post-exercise Controller Debrief. From what you yourself see, from informa-
tion which the Casualty Record Sheet provides, and from the information from controllers,
you can identify events that appear to be most significant. Their real significance can be
brought out in the AAR.

Conducting the Controller Debrief

The purpose of this step is to collect information and confirm the progression of
events during the battle. You are not acting as -in AAR leader, lut more as a "fact finder."
The end product you want is a complete, accurate Casualty Record Sheet (see Section 4-5,
pp. 51-53, TC 71-5). Differences among controllers ai to what happened must be resolved
quickly. It's important to prepare for the AAR as rapidly as possible.

Information on which the AAR is to be based is confirmed during the Controller
Debri-:f. Key learning points to be brought out during the AAR are noted. Controllers can
help provide these.

Be sure your Casualty Record Sheet is readable; eliminate duplications or errors.
You should come out of the debrief with a clear picture of what happened in the exercise and
what important lessons should be brought out in the AAR discussion. Controllers attend the
AAR to help clarify disagreements that may occur. They do not otherwise participate in the
discussion. (However, they do learn about tactics from hearing what the participating troops
say.)

Conducting the AAR

After you've taken the preparatory steps described above, you're ready to launch
the AAR itself. Conducting an AAR is like driving a car, you need to:

"* Get it started.

"* Guide it and keep it running.

14
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e Get it stopped when you've reached your goal.

Let's review the ingredients of each step.

Getting the AAR Started

In this phase, you want to use your skills of setting the right direction and pace.

If you're unsure of yourself and unprepared going into the AAR, the discussion
will be tense and stiff until you loosen up. If you're displeased, hassled, or frustrated, you
can easily create a hostile climate, marked by arguments that interfere with learning.

Your goal should be to set quickly a climate of open discussion conducive to
learning. Be as friendly and at ease with the group as you would be to guests in your home
or office. Put the men at ease by informing them why they're there and what to expect.

If this is the furst AAR for the unit, give the troops a general outline of what is to
happen. State that the leaders of the two sides will first present their plans and actions up
to the moment of contact and no further. After that, you'll ask soldiers involved in each
kill to discuss with his "killer" or "victim" what happened. State that the objective of the
AAR is to reconstruct the action and to develop the tactical lessons learned. Remind the
soldiers that they are to keep their remarks brief and to the point. Your introduction should
include:

• A welcome: "Good afternoon. We are here to conduct the After-
Action Review."

"• A statement of purpose: "We will learn from your descriptions of
your experiences what really happened in the exercise."

" What the end product is: "We will learn how and why your units
took or caused casualties, to what extent they accomplished their
missions in a satisfactory manner, and develop tactical lessons for
your future use."

" The process: "This will be done by each soldier telling what he
did as he remembers it. I will call on soldiers to tell about their
experiences in turn, following a written record of engagements."

15



" How individuals can contribute to the process: "'Each soldier
knows how he killed or what he was doing when he got killed.
Discussion will let other men learn from your experience; and
bring out how All of your actions contributed to the results
your unit got."

" Your role: Guide discussion-not critique. "IIl be up here to
guide the discussion, help bring out lessons and summarize. But
this is not a critique of :iny man or of the performance of the unit."

"* The documentation you will use as a point of departure: "I will
use the Casualty Record Sheet to make sure of complete .overage,
and to check the order in which casualties occurred."

"• Logistical and administrative details (as required).

Guiding dth AAR

An AAR is not indended as a verbal ti, .4c-r-a a. You are to gadde the group discus-
sion in a polite business-like way, as was stresud previously. Let's sec how guidance works
out in practice by looking at how AAR leadership differs from ciassroom instruction. Compare
the following lists of assumptions on which the two are based.

Amsmptlow a Cu- tu m as Rulso Asampons m AAR heal Um so Rules

"* The inatructor has the information and the * The participants have most of the essential infor-
soldiers do not; mation,

"* The instructor is active (g#"in the information) * The participants aze activ mad the AAR leader
and the soldiers are pasi (receiving informs- is active;
tion);

* The participants are the center of attention:
"* The instructor is the focus of attention;

* The AAR leader sets up a pmxes which the
"* The instructor controls the environment and participants implement and the AAR leader

interactions of the group; and monitors; and

* The instructor is not a learner. * The AAR leader is also a learner.

Notice how different the lists are. In an AAR, the men have the content-i.e., the
experiences they went through. The AAR leader has the NCS record completed during the
Controller Debrief which he uses to cue the men to speak. During the AAR, participants do
the talking even though the AAR leader is also active, helping the men get the information
out and building a framework in which an individual's experience makes sense to him and
everyone else, and is seen in relation to what the unit did as a whole.
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The AAR leader manages the review. The word manage is used here, rather than
control, because management includes so much more than control. The AAR leader monitors,
directs, and guides a picture of events which is constructed by the players.

Start by asking the unit leader from each side to stand and state his mission and
describe his initial plan. Then go to the NCS Sheet. Take each casualty-producing event in
turn, and ask each person involved to tell what happened.

Listen to each man and help him when necessary. Here's a sample of how to do
this, where No. 55 is young, not too sharp, but willing. No. 72 is argumentative and stubborn,
not a good listener.

AAR Leader: Nos. 55 and 72, your turn. No. 55, would you tell us how
you were able to shoot No. 72?

No. 72: He couldn't have got me. I wss covered the whole time I was
(out of turn) in that position where I was supposed to have got killed!

AAR Leader: Let's let No. 55 talk. Apparently, he saw something you didn't

know about. Youll have your chance in a minute. Okay, 55?

No. 55: I got him in the head, sir.

AAR Leader: Talk to No. 72, not to me. Tell him where he was, what he was
doing and how you were able to see him.

No. 55 (to 72): Well, you were underneath that old log back there...

AAR Leader: Can you point out on the terrain model for him about where
you were and where he was?

No. 55: Yes, sir. You were underneath this log here, and I saw you just
when you turned around. I was here and I got you right in your
numbers. I couldn't have missed.

AAR Leader: Okay. No. 72, tell us about your position and what you
were doing.

No. 72: 1 didn't even know they were up there. I was put out on that
side to cover our flank. Man, I didn't even see anybody. I
could hardly see out. How could I get hit?
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AAR Leader: No. 55, can you help him? Did his movements tip you off?
Did you hear him talking? Tell hun how you got on to him.

No. 55: From up here I could see you. You may have thought you
were covered, but you weren't. Me'n my buddy both saw
you. We could.'ye hit you with a rock.

AAR Leader: Did you understand him, No. 72? Do you have other ques-
tions? Okay. So much for "secure" cover. What looks good
enough from where we are may look very different from
another angle. What might you do next time, No. 72?

No. 72: Pick a better position.

Every exchange is different. Just keep in mind that you want to:

* Keep the pace up.

"* Keep people focused on e",entials

"* Develop factual reports.

"• Avoid arguments and prote~tt.

• Maintain the climate ol openness.

• Lead people to reflect on their actions.

* Avoid teaching or preaching.

Remember to stop from time to time and summarize actions up to that point. The
unit leaders should also be invited to comment on whether the picture they are getting from
the review is like what they thought was going on.

As time goes on, the units will progressively get better at taking part in AARs and
will need to concentrate less on who killed whom and much more on the unit missions and
their ability to accomplish them.

Remember also that .ot all casualties are caused by mistakes. Often a unit or
individual is doing the right thing and is knocked out by an opponent who also did the right
thing. Don't just concentrate on mistakes. Also stress effective actions. The old motto,
"who dares, wins" has value that should not be ignored.
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Winding Up the AAR

This step brings out key events and how they were related to outcomes of the
action. Quickly recap the action and ask participants to help summarize. Don't push this
into a long-winded demonstration of how much you remember. Above all, don't make it a
lecture on small unit tactics. You can summarize a broad outline how the action unfolded,
where problems occurred, how subunits acted and reacted, and what events were the turning
points that made for success or failure.

Observation and Evaluation of
AAR Leadership Skills

This is as far as the written word can take you. The next step in this self-directed
training program is to watch an AAR leader in action. Use the Check Sheet which follows.
It is intended to help you analyze his performance and identify skills you want to learn. He
may want to go over it with you to help him improve as well.

You should also ask him how he plans the AAR, what he watches for when guiding
a discussion, etc. Observe as many AARs as you can.

The AAR emphasizes and reinforces what players learned through group discussion
between men on opposing sides. The success of the AAR is heavily dependent on the ability
of the AAR leader to help the men discover the meaning of what they've learned. The leader
keeps a low profile, being careful not to fall back into a traditional lecturing format. When he
does his job effectively, the verbal reconstruction of the action during the AAR goes a long
way toward making evident to the troops their combat strengths and weaknesses, as a team
as well as individually.
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PART l-TRAINING OTHERS TO CONDUCT AN AAR

As you have already learned from the previous section, there Is only so much to be
learned about conducting an AAR from the written word. As soon as possible, the new senior
controller needs to get into the field, watch how AARs are done, and practice doing them him-
self.

This section will suggest ways to train senior controllers in the field. It will be
assumed that four (4) men are to be trained as senior controllers and AAR leaders and that
none has had any previous experience in REALTRAIN.

The trainer should be either an experienced senior controller scheduled to conduct
a series of REALTRAIN exercises or an experienced senior controller whose primary responsi-
bility Is training beginners to conduct AARs while someone else actually conducts the REAL-
TRAIN training. This training assumes that in either case, the instructor and students will be
able to observe some actual REALTRAIN training exercises.

Pmparation

The senior controller will brief his students prior to the beginning of this training.
He will check their familiarity with the concept of REALTRAIN and the Training Circular
concerning the conduct of AARs. Should anyone be wholly unfamiliar with REALTRAIN,
the senior controller should take time to explain the concept and dhe function of the AAR.
The discussion leader will encourage trainees to clarify misunderstandings. He should have
a couple of spare copies of the AAR self-study guide (Part I) handy for student use.

Explain the objectives of the training, how it will be conducted, and what is ex-
pected of the learners.

There are five phases in the training proposed here.

SClassroom Training (Appendix A)

* AAR Practical Exercise (Appendix B)

I Communications Exercise (Appendix C)

"* Observing and Discussing an AAR

"* Co4edding and Discussing an AAR
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CUem Tanibdn Ove- iew

As a first step, the trainer should conduct a lecture and video-tape orientation to
AAR leadership. Afterward, he may elect to conduct some group discussion sessions to extend
trainee understanding of the AAR concepts before moving out of a classroom environment.
Specific guidance for these types of orientation instruction is shown in Appendix A.

Ptactlcal Exercies

Appendix B contains instructions and sample materials that will enable the trainees
as a goup to act out a fictitious AAR. A script describing a hypothetical REALTRAIN exer-
cise is provided, along with a sample Casualty Record Sheet as this would have been filled out
at NCS&

These exercises ane no substitute for field experience. They may be usefwl if no
REALTRAIN training is planned, but :. triininv iimwiter still wants to prepare AAR leaders.
If it is poesible to train 'live" in actual field exercises, this material may b-s skipped, or the
examples may be read to help students get a better idea of what to expect Wpp. 3548).

Convwacadtiom Exercise

In transitioning to actual AAR leading in the field, a communications exercise
(COMEX) for controller training can be useful. The COMEX is designed to instruct and/or
refresh REALTRAIN controllers in techniques of REALTRAIN radiotelephone procedures.
It was not designed specifically for training AAR leaders. However, it can and should be used
to familiarize senior controller students with REALTRAIN communications procedures. At
the same time, it allows students to experience the problems one can encounter in a Controller
Debriefing.

Senior controller students will he given sample copies of the 3 by 5 cards used during
both COMEX I and COMEX 2 (See Appendix D1. The purpose of the exercise will be explained
and students supplied copies of the NCS Sheet and oriented as to its purpose. The students will
be collected in the vicinity of a Net Control Station where the transmissions are audible. For
the first round (COMEX 1), students will listen to the transmissions and simply watch an experi-
enced NCS operator fill in his record. During COMEX 2, each student will fill in his own NCS
Sheet. After the exercise, they will get together and compare sheets. Chances are. their records
won't be identical. The instructor will indicate how such discrepancies can affect an AAR and
discuss how an AAR leader will resolve them in a Controller Debrief. If desired, another round
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of communications may be practiced and one of the students asked to conduct the discussion
of errors and discrepancies in the various NCS records, to simulate a Controller Debrief.

You will then show how an NCS Casualty Record Sheet serves as a guide for the
structure of an AAR-by indicating the casualty pattern, time sequences, accumulated losses,
casualty grouping, etc. With a little study of the NCS Sheet, a senior controller can develop
a plan for how to begin an AAR and how the AAR should logically progress. Students should
be cautioned against running headlong through the NCS record during the AAR lust as if the
only important thing is letting everyone have his say. It's important to demonstrate how AAR
leaders tie events together in developing th- sequence of action and counteraction.

After the Controller Debrief procedure and use of the NCS Sheet have been reviewed
during the COMEX, move into Observations of an AAR.

Obeemdon of an AAR

The instructor should orient the student observers toward:

* The site: Its size, proximity to the field of action and relative
degree of preparation.

* Opening of the AAR: How the senior controller explains the

purpose of the AAR. sets the climate for open discussion: and
indicates performance and participation expectations (required
only for troops going through their first REALTRAIN exercise).

" Conduct of the AAR: The senior controller's style; pacing; use
of open-ended questions; development of the action: and sum-
marizing.

" The responses of troops: When are they most involved? Least?
What happens to distract them? Keep them on target? What to

do when things slow down and/or drag on?

" The structure: With what comments on the action did the senior

controller open the AAR? How did he lead into the development
of a pattern? What were the primary tactical issues? To what
depth were they treated?
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* Mannerisms: What personal 4uirks and mannerism help the senior
controller get his point across? Hinder him? How well can he be
heard? How confidentaly does he speak? How does he keep the
AAR Informal? How does he choose his language? How does he
deal with disageements or arguments?

e Guidance: How does the senior controller control, direct, and
guide his group? What "management cues" does he use (e.g.,
"Now if we'll turn to No. 33 and 88," etc.)? How does he give
instructions, explain, get feedback from the group?

9 acling the AAR: How well does the senior controller summarize?
Do the troops appear to be hearing and understanding his summary?

Students should be given the opportunity to watch at least one complete AAR
with an observation check sheet (see page 20) and then discuss it afterwards with the instruc-
tor. After this, each student can co4ead an AAR.

Co-ltseding an AAR

Co4eading an AAR meams that the learner purticipatn, with an expern.nced senior
controller in the conduct of an AAR. The two need to plan it together and coordinate their
activities. One easy coleader technique is to divide the AAR into segments and simply take
tuns. Another is for the student to ask each participant for his initial statement about his
experience, while the instructor helps draw out details, helps summarize, and so on. After-
wards, all of the students, the instructor, and the enior controller should dis'um the practice
AARs with particular reference to the student's behavior.

That's it. With a day or two of practice, students should be able to adequately
handle an AAR--or at least not get into too much trouble. With more practice, of course,
their competence will continue to build, particularly with feedback from the instructor.
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APPE4DI A

CLASROCM TRADMNG ON AAR A

Materials in the Appendix are designed to help a trainer orient fellow officen and
NCOs to AAR leadr techniques. conducted in a clasroom training smio.

This ssion is concerned with instructiom in leading the AAR discussion. A general
description has been included in Purt . Leader need practice. This section outlines such prac-

tAt's review briefly what constitutes the Soas of this training. An AAR leader
should feel comfortable and handle himself well before a poup. He should have a command
of interpersonal relations (IPR) skills. He needs to feel competent in combat tactics and get
satisfaction out of helping others become mo.v competent. Any mature offcer or NCO is
well qualified to learn this role. See discussion of skills in Part 1.

Material required are:

TC 71-5 for each participant
ST 7-2-172 for each participant
Videotapes on REALTRAIN
Video playback equipment
TV$
AAR site arrangement diagam (see Part 1)
Terrain model(s)
Newsprint chart (24 'ay 36 inches) and easel
Marker pens
PIe- self4aventory
Simle observer form

7U materials here are intended to be used to design a four to eiht-hour smon
(fuli or half-day) of training. If a full day is scheduled, use the extra time for morne practical
exercises and pgoup discussion.

At the end of this session, participants will be able to:

e Identify the different aumptions that distinguish discussion-
leading from instruction.

SQte the (3) steps of an AAR.
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9 Mte the two (2) preparatory phases of an AAR.

* Demonstrate the ability to introduce an AAR to an audience.

* Make appropriate interventions in group interactions.

9 Synthesize and summarize group inputs.

Here's how to set up and conduct this training:

Step I. Pm-train/ng Self4nventory
Writing out answers to a series of questions, the trainee asks himself
will engage his attention around topics the trainer will cover. This is
done prior to the beginning of the session. It can give the trainer (you)
an indication of how much learners already know about the topic.
The self-inventory should be short and interesting. Here's a sample-
you may want to modify it as you learn more about the AAR.
These instruments are ordinarily given out without introduction and
not picked up. They can be discussed in the group, answers compared,
additional notes made on them, etc.

Step 2. Introduction
"Good morning (afternoon) and welcome. My name is LT. Jones and
this session will help orient you to the role and functions of an After
Action Review Leader of a REALTRAIN and/or SCOPES exercise.
As you may have guessed from the inventory form I gave you, there
are some peculiarities to AAR leadership that distinguish it from
ordinary teaching and from other types of leadership. But before we
get into those peculiarities and your responses on the questionnaire,
let me brief you on what this training session will offer and how you
can get the most from it.

"Well spend just a few moments orienting ourselves to REALTRAIN/
SCOPES and the relationship of the AAR to them. Well do that by
going over some of your responses on the questionnaire and developing
a common set of training goals. Then, well watch a videotape on con-
ducting an AAR and discuss it. Following that, I'll make a few remarks
about the differences between discussion leading and Instructing, and
quickly review the ten-step process of an AAR. That will complete the
"talking" phase of the training. 'Thereafter, well work through some
actual situations to help you become a better discussion leader.
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"Let's turn now to the questionnaires." Instructor begins informal
assessment of how people defined discussion leading, how experienced
they are in REALTRAIN and some of the strengths and weaknesses of

AARs they've seen. Time: No more than 5-10 minutes. Objective:
Get a general idea of where leader trainees are with regard to understanding
the AAR. and what they're most interested in learning. I

Step 3. Videotape and Dicusion

"Now we've got some idea of what we need to learn. We have a film here
produced at Fort Knox. A Captain from the Infantry School will talk about
an AAR and show a few real-life examples.

(Show videotape I

"Let's spend a couple of minutes discussing the film. What specific things

did you notice the Major doing that were helpful? How? What did he do
that you would have done differently? What were his non-verbal messages;
the way he used his body, expressions, head motions. etc.? How do you think
he had the AAR organized in his mind?"

Step 4. Brief Lecture/Diocsson

Th success of the AAR is dependent to a great extent on the effectiveness
of the AAR Leader. This, in turn, requires that the Leader guide others to
bring out the lessons they learned from their REALTRAIN experiences.

Experientiai learning is as old as Adam-and may even pre-date him.
When one first touches a hot object and gets burned, a sharp one and
gets cut, etc., and learns to respond appropritely. learning has taken
place. This Is learning by experience. It is the kind of learning that effective-
ly shapes up useful and usable skills in the learner-he doesn't just learn what
to do mentally. He should learn by practice and by noting the response of the
group.

(Material to fleih out content areas of this lecture can
be found in the introductory material about discussion
leading and the three-phase AAR process contained in
Part 1.1
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APPENDIX B

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

This section includes materials that can be used to simulate an AAR. Trainees can
try out some of the skills that wer brought out during the previous classroom instruction
phase. The trainer may wish to expand on this package, modify it to fit local smtuations, or
make other changes that will improve it.

The package leads off with some general instruction for use and gives you materials
to be used in two different types of exercises.

Iatructionm for Exercises

The purpose of these exercises is (1) to provide a leaming situation that approxi-
mates an AAR, and (2) to provide initial experience for trainees in a learning group environ-
ment.

LAW -
The first exercise is an active simulation of an AAR designed to fit a group of up to

twelve (12) people (pp. 36-47). In it, one learner acts as the AAR leader. The others act as
troops. The troops have prepared instructions on what to say. They have descriptions of
training Incidents, which they relate in their own words. In addition, some players may have
instructions to act in certain general ways, like: "You should act like you are shy and hesitant
to speak. You are willing enough, but not able to speak before large groups without embarrass-
ment," Or, "You are a sociable, outgoing type. You had a great deal of fun in the exercise and
want to talk about it at length. You ramble and have difficulty getting to the main point of
the story." The actions to be played include both problem actors and people that are easy for
the AAR leader to deal with.

There are two ways to use this exercise: (I) you may have your whole class involved
in the play-one as AAR leader and the rest as troops, or (2) you may have about half of the
class involved in the play and the rest observing it. The latter approach is preferable. After
the exercise, the observers make comments only about the AAR leader's performance, with
the players silent. After the observers have made their comments, the players themselves may
comment.
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The foa. for thems comments is on beavi~or. not: intentionii and motdvms You are
looking for AAR eader be/uwe' and its effbtet. For example. it's okay for a participant to
make a commet Woo: "Wheti the AAR Weader interrupted me. I would have liked to sit down."
WItsnot okay for an observer ar participant to say: "You shouldn't interrupt peope. That's
a Powr wy to so about an. AAL Wp.yo (the trainer) coaumeat, cite the specific behavior
youa'i couinaintine aboumd - ý dnh.- its impat. Do not book, WVA the want 1*MlP You
ml DsWu yor contoinets wdit the positiVe Aspects Of 3 man's performance and save any
nopti em asmit last.L It's bust to put melptive comments in positive tent if you can. For
example:

"It PW atntm to Mow weil you listen to others. You board Jame
and Sm*it accurately but missed what SGT &mmws told you. hie had
to revise it twice. You appeared anxious to break into his converwa
dwtotol i..

This kind of arsscannot be conducted succomf~y without guidance. For each
rmn-dhrough. there Im be someone (presumably yourself and/or your 3sistanta) to direct it-
to Iessu imtructlamin, satit in motion, stop it, and review what happened, It is the trainer's
job-your job-to see to it that people talk about Jehaauion rather than mofieir.s and that the
discusson alviongio baioldy.

WwwrMWV Do not let this. type ',C exercise drag on saul on. Training by this method
is good for about durt to five minutes and usually brings out no moire than two main learn-
ing points. Set up multiple istitione, one for each --ompoiirnt of the AAR. A series of brief
exuris wW leak Mmk this:

May I - Controller debriefin-<oiftased coestrollers.

Play 2 - Satting the tone of the AAR-timed, thirsty troops.

May 3 - Loading discussion and self-dls-o'vevy learning!I
dueimg wYAh a rambling, tailkative soldier.

Play 4 - Leading discussion and stlf-discovery learning It -
dealing with an uncooperative. wise-guy soldier.

SMI GOM

You may run a quick play with just a small group. That's where the wecond set of
exercise materials comes in (pp. 48-50). In these cases. ha~ndling "crmtical incidents" is a better
description of what is piracticed. A critical incident words as follows. The '1taider" gets some
instiuction-ai "set-up" of an incident. For cxanmple:
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"You are an AAR leader. The exercise was terminated one-half hour
ago. The last of the troops are straggling in. The temperature is 1010
in the shade and there's no shade. The water trucks are late. Two of.
your controllers are missing. MAJ Bright has just come by to tenl you
to get the show on the road. You begin your controller debriefing.
You go through your NCS record sheet and one of your controllers
says, 'I don't think it went that way at all. You've got sonm things
all screwed up,' A second agrees. How would you carry on with
your briefing from that point?"

Select one trainee to demonstrate how to deal with the situation. He shows how
he'd handle the incident by saying to one of the others, "Well, Smith, if you were that con-
troller, I'd... ,"and then carries through with an attempt to manage the incident. Smith
can feed back his reaction, and others can comment.

Other situations to be managed can be built around problems like:

* A controller with a bad memory.

/ A controller who wants to lecture on tactics.

• A silent troop in the AAR.

A soldier in the AAR who feels he got a raw deal from the
controller.

Warning: Incidents can be set up to be so difficult and critical that they're useless
for learning purposes. Don't make the problem too tough. The sample set of practice mate-
rials (pp. 48-50) should get you started on setting up many other useful situations.

Running the Exercises

Explain to the learning group what the exercise is about. Describe how it works,
and what it will add to learning. Distribute instructions, give people a few minutes to study
them and then begin. End the action when 3-5 minutes have elapsed.

If an exercise does not go as planned, stop the action and find out why. Then
switch to another set of actors and try again.

When the trainees have demonstrated one or two points for discussion, thank them,
and tell them the play is over. Then lead a discussion of what happened.
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Don't permt the Perion playing the role of the AAR leader to defend, answe, or

SrM wttU eSMeyore els has had his say. Defenm and rebuttal are always undesirable. Don't

let exdhauw lik thds occur:I

Ommr: lh AAI leamw wat too fast with SGT Grwt. Lb
d"It lit Noi fIinih."

AAR Leade: -Wall. I know, but it was late and I wanted to move
along."

"Ma AAR leader's motive in this instance are totally irrelevant since he did In fact
cut offtW 3GToa. You need to guide comments away fromi personail ncrisiiams that put the
leme on the deftW o.

A rule of thumb: *end at least t much time discusling one of these exercises as
running it-not much more. Keep the focus on the essential points only as long as it's neces-
sary to make them dear. then quit. Don't even try to cover every little event that occurred-
you'll loew people if you do.

Atw•ys talk about effective behaviom qo the learner will know for sure what he did

Obemv or Tlnmr: "You did a Sood job of showing us that we could
relax and talk openly .iZ ,, our experiences."

or: "Your voice cartres well. Everyone could hear you
when you spoke to the roup."

or: "You stand tall but not stiff. You look both relaxed
and in command."

Hold a ftirt round and discussion. Let the play go only as long as ral prohlems are
being dealt with. As soon as you stop action, begin the discussion (observerm first) with some-
thing like:

"Okay. Now let's look at what happened. Obtervrrs, what were the
behavion of this leader that were positive and that he needs to remember?"

Keep stimulating comments around the group until you've got out a couple of major points
to focu on. Write the behavion mentioned on the hoard or sketch pad. Refer to them as a
summary:
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"This was the problem, here's the way you handled it, positive and
negative. In addition, let me mention a couple of other things you
might have done."

Repeat these procedures for additional rounds.

After-Action Review-Practical Exercise I

Gen"

A simulation of an After-Action Review (AAR) can be put together from the fol-
lowing materials. It will enable a group of learners to conduct the Controller Debrief and the
After-Action Review itslf. The exercise is based on the ideal of role playing, where different
students assume the roles of AAR leader, other controllers, and participants, and act out the
debrief and AAR. Because of this, it is important that students play their assigned reles to
the best of their ability. In some cases, a player will be required to withhold information
unless that specific information is asked for by the AAR leader. In other instances, players
will be required to give contradictory information or to maintain steadfastly their positions
despite outcomes of the engagement as recorded on NCS.Sheet. In actual AARs, leaders are
called upon to deal with such situations, and should get practice here in doing so.

Component Mater••a

The AAR exercise set consists of a map sheet (enlarged), a NCS Casualty Record
Sheet, Controller Debrief Cue Cards, a defense force frag order, an offense force frag order,
and After-Action Review Cue Cards.

Conduct of the Practical Exercise

Preparation

This exercise is designed for up to twelve participants. Each participant is assigned a
role. One participant will act as AAR leader, while the others first assume the roles of control-

lers. The map and NCS Casualty Record Sheet is issued to the AAR leader. Controller Debrief
Cue Cards are issued to controllers.

Controller Debref

During this part of the practical exercise, the Controller Debrief is conducted. Upon
completion of the Controller Debrief, controllers turn in their cards and are issued the AAR
Cue Cards.
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Due.. tba way In which the AAR leader conducto the AAR is In large pa deta.
mined d tnger Controler Debilef, it is U that d dw ý I@ be AAA leider for

both pauue Itse AAA Ib the ooodiated a ~uubed ia die previoudycomWd inua ctiou
matuslL A pmp &ud w m and meni m uis eoan~dioW at the sd by the go*p ftiftr.
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Defeo"e 1rwq Order

t. Tw Orpoew

O~kt~lm q" Judetby 1301S houas

3. Insad

A CmucPa dtheO~nw -. wm thseem uuM=W~ HbT ttack from the
northwest, I wwn to =inwme that the road 1.adbgm rinit aowpeekln is covets (995892-
003S7OO7SW). ts D e RmR eduoht
of hame to Ced. ru.as

ft WI Sw Oem"~ paM"" aom" fth Wi ve"Ol~ "M and cover the
rood to the i eI. L th&Oa is whers tbey are $wez to onsfrom.

C bSpad. Obcupy a posditie newt the road jlww-[# vicivdt 010876. Al-
thou*a I thep ft wcoa mwo the, netheest. keep a hAmp eye ow be*t Olt State High-
way 251 Man thond to Cedar CzWk.

Ok Sqn* Oacupy a Position near tOe finpr at 0U875. Ow spin, orient
your defense towso ttewmthwes bar keep Deffs Rum Road cc mod wvelL

IL IMSp Occupy wm initiab poeition vicinity OOfiV4% lUt q poeSa for
you asfor Atd Spa&. Keep that open area to the northwest covered. but ha was you can
firn west dom. Deweta Run Road jiuin cae. Rmnenibar to phd. out sevewa& altesrmte posi-
tions tar displac to, ance e Yn wm contact.
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Movemsent to Contact Frag Order

1. Tuk Orgnization

Mechanized Platoon; two (2) tanks and one (1) TOW squad attached.

2. Mkoon

Our platoon conducts a movement to contact along route Romeo at 1300 hours
today.

3. Execution

Initially we will-move using traveling overwatch until we clear the woodline in the
9989 grid square. Then I want the tanks and TOW to assume the overwatch and the rifle
squads in the APCs will start bounding generally along the east side of the road. If we don't
make contact by the time we get to the Ri at 010876 we will consolidate and resume the
traveling overwatch. 1st Squad will lead followed by 2nd, then 3rd, tanks and TOW.
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MW fu0e das ate drown on the pmrview pop, am is a map of the
auia of m VICs. f 1 aiem that tesaud. mud Js afated is -dl fowang NCS
Casuat Auet •'t aM d "cipts."

Pint conact ocumrd when Tank 34 in the offenive force wm
hU by ZW 23-at vMId, 9 I. Next, TOW 23 wds dost:vyd by
ulilw inbf,#Itiate 001876.

An *140 msahhiu sun on APC 12 in the defense kills mfatrymen
"M,46 aml-62 (d-nmouned from APC 2?1 at grid 005885. Then. Tank 79
lnw ftom 003887, destroying AK 12 and killing its remainm occupants.

Trek 79 them dbpbmu to 00885. and takes hit by TOW 61 and
LAW 57 (fired by infantrynen from AlC 47) While these ATW hits
4eheiW.-caUld c the control net, Tank 97 hits APC 47 with a HEAT
ored. AUl of them ~5w an nearly smultanaeas in real time.

Net, TOW6l (V 99"7885) hits AK 599. M swhwih, AVC 95
mows to 001875 and its rif squad diu.ounts and deploys. RIfleman
SS o(frmt aqad kills a soidir (39) in vicinity 007875. An M-60 from
A 47,amnmed by oldistr 73 at 007875, kills rfle.n. 15,SI, and 44 in
the vicinity of 001875.

At thi point, the Senior controller terminated theoeurcies.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE
CASUALTY/SIGHTING RECORD SHEET

AT'ACKING FORCEM HELMIET COLOR Green DEFENDINGFORCE: HELMETCOLOR rowfn

Vehicie No,. Personnel ftlmetW Not. Vehicle Nos. Personnel (Helmet I Nos.

"23 14.22.05 34 12.87

47 57. 73,39, 01,32. 71, 28. 11.65 79 63.4.

,o 08. 29.74, 93.17.49.50,33.61 22 (9) 78. 46. 62. 81. 35. 10. 36. 37.43

12 9.782. 03. 64, 75. 77. 04. 19.."5 17(9) 45. 21, 52, 13. 56. 30. 41. 1) (N

95 (9) 55. I. 51.44. 16.57.80.92.02

610)3 41,06,94

EVEMTSEQUENCE RECORD

IOT Confirm Comments. Not"

Eleument Oluegrw Sishtt

-I -

Tank 34 TOW 23 1325 X

TOW 23 ARTY 1327 X

Rifleman 78 1330 X Gabled trnsmission. couldn't

"get t-ler s number. Think it wa•s

Rifleman 46 1330 X ,an M-6O.

Rifleman 62 1330 X

AP. 12 Tank 70 1340 No ..onfirmation

Tank 79 LAW 57 13-13

APC 47 Tank 79 1343 X
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Controler' Debrief Scripts

Controllers are identified by vehicle number-although in some caes they will be
dismounted at the time their squad was engaged. Each of the following individual controller
stories should be transcribed to a 3 x 5 inch "cue card" that the person playing the role can
refer to in the simulated debrief. Controllers should give the facts as stated, but they may
paraphrase the written script into their own words.

Controller an 34 (Tank)-The tank I was on broke out of a woodline at
995891 at 1324 hours. I received a call that we had been hit by TOW 23
at 1325 hours. I took the tank out of action and popped green smoke.

Controller on 23 (TOW)-We were set up initially at 007873. We hit
Tank 34, which was at about 995891, at 1325 hours. We then displaced
to 001876 but we got hit by artillery (25 meters away) at 1327 hours.

N/A-Indreet Fire Controller-The FO on the Green Team had given
me preplanned concentrations at 008875, 001875, and 999873. At
1323, he called for fire on a series of concentrations, including 001875.
This got a TOW. Mission was not "adjust fire" but apparently a fishing
expedition.

Controller on 22 (APC)-l was out with a re team (78, 62, and 46).
We moved from our APC at 005885 behind the hill, to the crest and

front of the hill, to scout. As we moved over the crest. I heard a M-60
open up and got a call very soon that 78, 62, and 46 had been killed.

Controller on 12 (APC)-I was out with a M-60 crew at the forward
crest of the hill-gunner was 97, assistant gunner was 82. The crew
frued on dismounted infantry at about 005995. The assistant gunner
read off 78, 46, and 62, through his glasses and I called them in as kills
at about 1330. 1 had some trouble with my radio. Later on (at 1340)
I heard that Tank 79 had hit my APC but by then my radio wouldn't key
at all, so I couldn't confirm. I did kill the APC, though.

Controller on 12 (APC)-l stayed with the APC while the other con-
troller went out with a machine gun team. We were at 010882 about

1330 when our .50 cal. destroyed APC 22 at 005885. 1 called this in.
I learned later from the other controller on the track that 12 had been
called in as hit by Tank 79 at about 1340 but I didn't hear it-I guess
my radio wasn't receiving from them.
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fe m n79 (Took --We were located at 003887 when the punner
spotted APC 12 at about 1340, vicnity 010882. H4e laid an and got him
with Ut tfitround of HEAT. Thrm at 1343. tls TCuw APC 47 amd
iral an him (vicdiry 007875). but at that moment I board we'd been
hit by LAW 57. 1 ca~sd out kil in anyway, ad alo ooalkamed the LAW
hi. Thou about two minutes later I heard we'd been kAod by TOW 61
s I cniomd mmd popped pa m unoke.

Cou'ef I so APC 47-We were at 007875, and the squad lesa sent
out a Im bobilb a LAW wAmuer (57). 1 went along sad be fired
up Tamk 79 at about 1343 hours. He was on target, and aboui 150 meters
tmr dw tak mawd 003887. As soon as I caled it in, I bwd that 79

had /Iad up my trak

Caneft 2 m AIC 47-The other controller was out with a tank killer
tern wttm I harud we'd been hit by Tank 79 at about 1343 hous.

Ceftef m TOW 61-We were set up a t "9788S when we saw Tank 79
fire at about 1343. He was around 003887 at the tine. whe TOW gamn
lidup an im md I called in a hit on 79 at about 1345. Then a couple
of mits. latw the TOW hit AP 59, which was located about 010876.

Cammar I m APC 47-1 was out with some of f~e squad when I hew
aM-16I Voffamd then Vt a call that 55 has hit 39in my eletnent.

Caimkai em AJ• 95-1 was with some troops oft 95 at around 001875.
Oe of the pAys (55) shot 39 on the other side at aL-mt 13SO houu.

Covibef 2 em AC 47-1 was out of the ftacc with a fire team including
a M-60 whan the trac lot hit. We used it for cover and set up the M-60.
The madhie gun wiped out a fim team (15, 5 1, 44) from A• 95 just
a they we dfiounting. This was at about 135 1.

Coatroer = AIC 95- was dismounting with a fire team in the vicinity
of 001875. 1 ead a M-60 open up and the numben•of all three of the
men I was with-I 5, 44. 57-came over the radio as killed by the machine
sun.
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AAR (Participant) Script

Again, put each bit of the script on a 3 x 5 inch cue card and distribute. Try not
to have a person who was the controller on a given vehicle play a participant from that same
vehicle. Remind the person playing AAR leader to introduce the session. The participants
may paraphrase these scripts, as long as they give the essential facts.

Gunner, TOW 23-1 was up at 007873, and I saw Tank 34 leave the
woodline and so I got him in my sights and fired. The controller said
I hit him okay. He was located just off the road about 1,000 meters
away when I fired. Then, we moved to another position (001876) and
were setting up there when artillery got u&

TO, Tank 34-We were moving to contact. I decided to risk moving
out of one woodline to a covered position across a small open area.
They told me I got hit by a TOW as I moved across the open, but I
don't believe it for a minute. I wasn't out of the trees long enough
for him to shoot and track that missile. No way! (ACTOR: Stick to
this story very stubbornly.)

FO, Green Team-I saw a TOW fire. It was in the woods just southwest
of the road junction. It moved off to the southwest, so I fired up one
of my preplans at 001875 since I figured that might be his alternate
position. And I guess I got him.

Fire Team Leader, Helmet 78-We got off our track behind. that hill
just southeast of French Cemetery and went up top to scout around.
I guess maybe we broke cover as we came over the top, and got zapped.
I just didn't think there were any enemy within range of the hill.

Rifleman, Helmet 62-Yeah, we were back of that hill and 78 there
told us to find out what was on the other side. I guess we found out!

Rifleman, Helmet 46-That's about it. They said go over the top
and look around. I didn't get too far when I heard a M-60 open up
and then the controller said I was dead.

M-60 Gunner, Helmet 97-Me and 82 took the machine gun off the
track and set up in the woodline back of the dirt road, 500 meters
north of the road junction. We were looking up th, road to the north
and seen some enemy come right over a hill. So I blew 'em away.
82 got their numbers with the binos.
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- WLadle, AFC I Z-(NT: Holad back on uiarmdmms-dc't too
SOOP1101 dory, Just lkwo fact at a time If the 1uhaed YC to-
od aidont nw1 -) Iv loggead is a woodhojol blOw the

1V, 179-1 come up ow tOat hJO hNO abe-W 003897. 1 ow in tunt
dfil IadA adi usonoahg no aboo 1,000wuelm ss awt.s I

Ih~ sa swfltA 12, I Case up in"s fift; M MR aid my
PROWPIMO in a coueof seconds and fired him tip. One road of
HlEAT it wo ~m- in do dhecumber. We. d on down
toa Drnv. R~m Road, and I frued up AFC 47 1 jaw nowr the road.
Do Jed then sthe conuuiror said we took a LAW hilt. Ho killed nse and
the date, Theis abeut two niuuate later' he said a TOW got ui6 I ner
Muen iaown fift

M~ AW47'-1 was set up by the road wheni I saw exhaust and heard a
tusk up to fte north. So I sent 37 tip that way with a LAW sand 39 and
73 wft aM.". I saw57 layoan the tank with the. LAW, but just a the
hubaMot sbeulaor fordto LAW want off, fth taub fled at me. Then
theoomunlbr said waswr hit by the tank.

M1iX, F~Ihheet 97-My %quod leode. sem me out with a LAW to
1in a tak he cc.i sonn downs from fth north. He sent 39 anid

73 along with their M-60. I fired at the tank but then I seen him get the
tae, s ww weret back and used the track for cov.

IM, lOW1 -1 was owe, w tching the valley ther, sitting up about
997885 on doe map, when I saw Tank 79 as he fired at one of out AF~s
So I let hbm hbee it. Later, I sew an APC, 59, new thes road junction
and blow hMa awa7.

IT, AMC 39LI was in the woodline near the iunction. Things started
to get hot- vefticles wei. getting hit all ove-so I figured we'd better
bookt on out, We we.e just leaving when a TOW got us. No, I don't
know where he was.

IMam!, elnbust 39L-We wene using our track-it'd been hit before-
as cowe. I didn't like my firing position so I decided to move. Then I
got hit.

Rifleman, Helmet 55-1 got off of my track and saw a soldier moving
around this APC that was just sitting there-I guess it had been hit beibrie.
He sort of stood up a~nd I got his number-39-and shot him.
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Gunner, M-60, Helmet 73-We were behind our dead track when I seen
this other track down the road. They dismounted a fire team and I

waited until they were all out in the open and then opened up on them.

My assistant got their numbers. Must've fired about 25 or 30 rounds at

them.

Fire Team Leader, Helmet IS-We got off our track, and I seen 47 over

there, but I thought everybody on it was dead so I guess we got careless
'cause a M-60 opened up on us from beside the track and got us all.

Rifleman, Helmet 44-Yeah, that's about it. We were sitting ducks.

Rifleman, Helmet S I-Hell's bells, we never even hardly got on the

gound, we were dead! Damn, I was mad!
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Mtert.Action Rgview-Prmetical Exerl U

If you am training one to three other people, you won't be able to use the previous
set of materials because the group is too small. This sets up some cue-by-case problem situa-
tions that come up in AARs all the time. Read over the situations with the people you're
training and ask them to show or tell you how they'd handle each situation. Discuss their
respomse from the viewpoint of an effective AAR leader.

"Thes situations can also be used as discussion points aifter you*ve done the simulated
,AR a couple of times in a large group.

bInstuctioss by Trabw

"The following situations show some of the must frequently occurring difficulties
that the AAR leader is faced with. It will htelp you p'repare to conduct an AAR if you will
place yourself in the role of the AAR leader and think ttiro~agh your responses to the situa-
tions that are descrihed. The others here in the gfmp and I will listen in turn to the way each
of you propose to handle the situations and give rvnu comments on how v.n think you did.

There is no 'school solution.' The solutions are all dependent on the situation at hand and
the personalities involved. In each -rise. i dtsttmsion of the type of situation is presented, then

background information on tht: %pecific situatiun is gipven to lead you to a point where you, as
an AAR leader, will have to decide what to do next. L t, 1; ouvcr the first one-read it, and
then I'll ask one of you to give his reactions."

A frequently-encountered situation deals with AAR participants who are reluctant
(for a variety of reasons) to volunteer information during the AAR. The problem is to get

this individual to f'aly explain the event%, circumstances. And conditions relating to a specific
incident he was part of. In most instances, this situation will occur when the individual con-

cerned was a victim rather than a killer.

Specific Situation: Rifleman 31) was moving toward the objective when he was shot
by Machine Gun 24. During the
during the AAR. you comne to this incident and say:

"Okay, 24 got 39. 24, where are you? Good. 39? Come on and stand
up. Okay, 39, Jones, what were you divng when you got /Aapped?**

Jones, (39) answers;

"Movin' up to the oijective."
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You respond:

"Okay. What about it, 24 (Jackson)?"

Jackson (to Jones):

"You were over there in that woodline and you stood up bigger than hell
and started running across the field."

You say:

"And you got him!"

Jackson:

"Yes, sir."

You say:

"Okay Jones, how about your side of the story."

Jones:

"That's the way it happened, sir."

At this point you realize that that is all that Jones is going to volunteer. However,
Jones had a reason for moving out of the woodline and therein lies a potential teaching point.
Think about this situation and be ready to tell the others here how you would proceed at this
point to bring out Jones' reasoning.

Another frequently encountered situation is the reverse of the preceding one. Here,
the AAR participant is going to give more information than he really needs to. The problem
is how to turn this particular individual's description into something meaningful for the whole
group, without telling him directly to shut up.

Specific Situation: Rifleman 87 was working his way toward a machine gun (manned
by 43 and 22). He got to within hand grenade range, threw a grenade and destroyed the gun
and its crew. No problems developed in the controller debrief and during the AAR you call
upon 87 to describe what happened. 87 says:
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"Well, we were on the attack and 1 was on the right over by Wilson and

Sienkierwici and we crossed the LD like SGT Stone told us to and
we kept moving up and then theme wa this log. Big old thing. I think
it migM have been an oak becaus I me 'ea like that back home
when I was hunting and anyway, Johnson wu about maybe 75 meters
way oaer on the left when this machine gun goes off so we get behind that
ol' lg and I said to Sienkaewica, I think I see it over on the knoll up hy
those pines,' and that's when the controller told Johnson that he was dead.

But Johnson had already moved about 15 metcrs up from where he was

when the machine gua went olf .... "

At diis point you can see that you am going to get the play-by-play and color at the
same time. What would you do to handle this?

Yet another situation that occurs often is when one of the participants has decided
(often before the AAR) that them was no possble way that he could have been a casualty. So
much so, in fact, that he is really going to "have it out" with the senior controller (in this case,
you, the AAR leader).

Specific Situation: Tank 95 was lu by lOW 74. Tank 95 *,as in the woodline at
the tinm. In the controller debrief, controller vwth r'ank 95 said that Tank 95's TC did not
beliee that he could have been iti antI A ould probably raie hell over this during the AAR.
ConUcer with TOW 74 said that TOW 74 got him with a flank shot at 1.500 meters and he
(the controler) boresighted the TOW and then can be no quesuon about it. You decide that
TOW 74 should receive credit for the kill. Now the AAR is going on and you say:

"TOW 74 Sot Tank 95, what about it, 74?"

Gunner with TOW 74 says;

"Yes, sir, we had gotten around their flank and I saw something move
in the woods about 1,500 meters away. I thought it might be a gun
tube so I stopped and kept un eye on it. The gun tube moved again
and I could see his REALTRAIN nwnbcr 95, so I blew him away."

At this point. TC with Tank 95 interjects:

"No way, man! I wa&- so well concealed you couldn't'a seen me at

15 meters much less 1.500, Turkey"'

This situation is on the verge of exploding, what action would you, as an AAR leader, take?
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APPENDIX C

COMMUNICATIONS EXERCISE

Gmwem

The communications exercise (COMEX) is an expedient method of training REAL-
TRAIN controllers as well as the personnel who will be manning the Net Control Station (NCS)
in the use of REALTRAIN radio-telephone procedures (RTP). It is conducted during the con-
troller training period prior to the start of a series of REALTRAIN exercises. The COMEX is
a series of radio transmissions that provide practice on proper RTP tc, be followed by REAL-
TRAIN controllers.

The entire training mission consists of two exercises (called 1st COMEX and 2nd
COMEX). During the first COMEX, each controller receives message cards on which there is
a REALTRAIN message (e.g., "Sheridan 33 hit by TOW 42."). This is tiansmitted verbatim
and the appropriate controller on the other side (in this case, the controller for Sheridan 33),
confirms the transmission. In the second COMEX, instead of a REALTRAIN message on the
message card, a situation is described which the controller must transmit using REALTRAIN
RTP. The object of the COMEX is to train controllers. Thus, all controllers should be afford-
ed the opportunity to transmit a message and confirm a kill at least once. NCS operators com-
plete the NCS Sheet as they would during an exercise.

A typical sequence would occur as follows. Each controller is issued a controller
identification card which tells him the REALTRAIN number of his assigned weapons system.
The senior controller (in accordance with his senior controller's schedule) issues a message
card to the appropriate controller who makes a transmission. This is recorded at the NCS.
The respondent controller on the other side confirms the transmission. This process continues
until the senior controller's schedule is depleted.

A critique is held at the conclusion of the COMEX highlighting proper and poor use
of REALTRAIN RTP.

Participants and Equipment

The COMEX requires the two senior controllers, all the controllers and the NCS
operators. All participants must have an AN/PRC-77 radio. NCS personnel should use what-
ever radio they will use in the REALTRAIN exercise. The two senior controllers will need
stopwatches or watches with a sweep second hand.
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Radio T

Sime sonm controllers will have never priouly used the ANIPRC-77 radio and
most will need a review, it is,ampusts that the COMEX start with a brief review of procedures
to opeate tho radio.

Ceartn compmosa of the COMMX -ust be pnpad locally. They are:

SContoller Identification Cards (I at and 2nd COMEX)

* 'MUmp Cards (I at and 2nd COMEX)

* Senior Controller's Schedule (lit and 2nd COMEX)

a NCS Shoot (for demription, we Annex C)

Coatroler Identification Cards (Iit and 2nd COMEX) an 3 x S inch arus that tell
the cstroi 4fitch weepon system he is uwawd to, his location, the REALTRAiN number
of his pMal system, and the craw helmet numbers. Each cotroiler is issued ome.

a. Asse all particiants and explain the COMEX.

b. Divide the controllrs into Green and Brown cides. Controllms hould
be anigned to the same side (color of helmet cover) they will.control
durmu the REALTRAIN exercises.

c. Issue the controller vehicle/crew/weapon identification cards to the
controller. Each controller should be assigned to the same weapon
system that he will control during the REALTRAIN exemises.

d. Conduct a radio check for each radio.

e. Locate Green and Brown sides 25-75 meters apart. Each side should
have a senior controller.

f. The two senior controllers conduct a time check with the NCS.
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g Start first COMEX. The appropriate senior controller issues the first
mesage card to the first controller scheduled to transmit. During the
flrst COMEX, controllers read verbatim the message on the card during I
the transmission, the senior controllers monitor, checking for correct-
ness of RTP.

h. The transmissions continue according to the senior controller's schedule.

i. Upon termination of the first COMEX, participants are assembled and
the senior controllers critique the performance.

J. The second COMM The new controller Identlication cards are issued
and the Green and Brown sides return to their locations. The second
COMEX is conducted in the same fashion as the first COMEX. However,
the controller: will be required to transform the message as it appears on
the message card into proper RTP.

k. Reassemble all participants and critique.
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EXAMPLES OF rONTROLLER IDENWIICATI(IO CARD

GR ENS

You asm Controller with Sheidan 10.
Yu m- Iocal. at wonliumn 234*1.
Ils ftbilbw~mirmiicm ndu mbem am -mlpe
o you: 50,99.

Etxampwv Z

BROWN srnF

You ane connoller with TOW 8 I.
You am located at coordinates 673215,
Tho follow8ng indivdual numbers ano asmod
to you: 18, 45.

The Controller Identifcation Cards a&" the seame for the 2nd COMEX but the
REALTUA num'm Rhould be changed.
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tst COMEX

GREEN BROWN
PLAYER IDENTIFICATION CARD PLAYER IDENTIFICATION CARD

You an controller with Sheridan 10. You are You are controller with Sheridan 48. You are
located at coordinates 234561. The following located at coordinates 321654. The following
individual numb are us sined to you: 50, 99. individual numbers are assigned to you: 57, 73.

You am controller with Sheridan 63. You are You are controller with Sheridan 67. You are
located at coordinates 345612. The following located at coordinates 216543. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 43, 27. individual numbers are assigned to you: 15, 46.

You r controller with Sheridan 37. You are You are controller with Sheridan 33. You are
located at coordinates 456123. TU following located at coordinates 165432. The following
individual numbers am snied to you: 04, 85. individual numbers are assigned to you: 69,95.

You are controller with TOW 42. You ae located You are controller with TOW 81. You are located
at coordinates 561234. The following individual at coordinates 673215. The following individual
numbers are assigned to you: 36,61. numbers are assgned to you: 18,45.

You awe controller with TOW 68. You are located You are controller with TOW 24. You are located
at coordinates 123456. The following individual at coordinates 567321. The following individual
numbers as snined to you: 52,94. numbers are assigned to you: 40, 11.

You am controller with Scout 49. You are You are controller with Scout 22. You are located
located at coordinates 612345. The following at coordinates 732156. The following individual
individual numbers are assigned to you: 75, 23. numbers are assigned to you: 07. 28.

You are controller with Scout 92. You are You are controller with Scout 19. You are
located at coordinates 654321. The following located at coordinates 321567. The following
individual numbers am assigned to you: 41, 18. individual numbers are assigned to you: 98,35.

You are controller with Scout 79, You are You are controller with Scout 97. You are
located at coordinates 543216. The following located at coordinates 215673. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 25, 88. individual numbers are assigned to you: 76, 14.

You are controller with INF 1 &. You are You are controller with INF 02s. You are
located at coordinates 432165. The following located at coordinates 632146. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 48, 32, individual numbers are assigned to you: 91, 33.
47,93. 1 83, 34.

You are controller with INF 12b. You are You are controller with INF 02b. You are
located at coordinates 432165. The following located at coordinates 632146. The following
individual numbers are assigned to you: 81, 60, individual numbers are assigned to you: 72, 08,
63,64. 85.
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2ad COMEX

GREE BROWN
FLAYU IDE)IFIICATION CARD PLAXR RUENTIFICATION CARD

You wae casenoler with Swrtdm 35. You are Youaen ammsutr w•i•t wrd S3. You am
locatd a QPAt eou.23S6l. Tba, ilaf I eae std smmeglws 321654. lbs folowing
OAM" wAmibom s mupW colm: 01, 70 . kdk*Wan mmm IVtoyou: 88,40.

You m mtmisii wOit Serlida 43. You am y Y empm i wit skmalm 04. You ae
located at csuedin 345612. The foowig j kn ead at Ami, lbe 216543. The following
indkivdWwmlmnammiped to you: S8. 16 Iwm mmbsmsae•ged to you: 77, 50.

You ane ocwetb with •ued 95. You aie You ar eotlrwith ma Ishdtm" 5. You are
loated at pmeaim"- 456123. The follomq looted at owdims 165432. The foUowing
WidMmaambien areassa edtoymo: 76,29. a ld_& ass buet as m igd to you: 84,27.

Youam camuo w•th TOW 06. You ae located j You an &ca,-o with TOW 6s. You ame located
at coordkom 561234. "11 fobllo individual at conoumr 67321S. TMe following ndividual

1 em anied to you 30.36. s Aum iUpd tooyou: 54,07.

You an contoleUc with TOW 59. You am located You an controllr wth TOW 11. You are located
at room Iaten 12346. Min followg indivtdual j at coordinate 567321. The following Individual
w mubessareassiwedtoyou 03.86. mbets enemiiad to you: 05,23.

You am comollar with Scout 78. You ace You me cwatolet V.1th S"cot 96. You are
located at cooriates 612345. The foll.,vii loctted at mordammt 732156. The following
individual nuwAsmaeitped toyo 11 ,14 Individual nunbenbs amidwud to you; 13,26.

You we momioaf with Smut 86. You ate Vw if* conrldhr wt Scow 30. You ae
located at cooedbam 6521. The foilowing looated at c.aod"h 321567. The following
Ik dI m m weawiped to you: 44,09. mtidim anu . u mdped to you. 38,56.

You ae ocmtrola, *1th Scout 61. You sr, You a mmuoller with Scout 41. You am
located at ocooeatta 543216. The followin located at cooruamlma 215673. The foilowing
indivr" mlabev amn uigid to you: 39, 94. individual nimnbem we n wd to you: 66,73.

You mi contmiler wMth INF 74e. You am You am cmtrofe with IMF 25a. You axe
located at coordinates 432165. The followal located at coordinates 632146. The followin
indbdml •nunbme atadgpwd toyou: 03. 28. Individual numbersar eautgmd toyou: 69,51,
31, 57. 75,89.

You are coumoller with JNF 74b. You me You am contoiler with IMF 25b. You are
located at coordinates 432165. The followtng I located at coidinaste 632146. The following
individual nwnbers are msigned to you: 46, 15, idividual number ane uedged to you: 52, 87.
98,82. q. 71.
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MESSAGE CARDS
(lit COMEX)

The Message Cards are 3 x 5 inch cards that contain messages for controllers to
tranimit. They are issued to the appropriate controller by the senior controller. The message
It read erbatlm by the control/er. The message on the card is the same as the messages of
the "Firer Message" column of the senior controller's schedule. Only one message should
appear on each card. The message number in the lower right comer indicates the sequence
in which the message should be transmitted.

Examples of Message Cards (1 st COMEX)

GREEN 42

MESSAGE: SHERIDAN 33 HIT BY TOW 42

/

MESSAGE NUMBER: 3

BROWN 81

MESSAGE: 18 AND 45 HIT BY INDIRECT FIRE AND

CONFIRMED

MESSAGE NUMBER: 7
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MESSAGECARDW
(2bd COMEX)

1W&~ U&OMIXMeiMP C~draus fth sampop a the lot COMEX Message
Cis* and a* bumd *9 Sane VWy MW ddheeme. is n doe wN We Is the 2nd COMEX
Mmuuupev ~ iemsdaim~~ that'dwomodtrvbrin -usin RIEALTRAI6N

RI? eba 4~ dbsthaessminevorlisda

hU006 Me.1 .sgo (2mICOMBX)

BROIN, 53

MONTAR ROUNDS BRPACT I5 METMR

MD THE LEFT OP THB TRACK YOU ARE

Will- ThEB TRACK IS "BUTTONED UP'"

BUT CREWMEN 13 & 70 WERE STANDING

BETWTEN THE impACr AREA AND TIRE

TRACK.

MESSAGE NUMBER: I

="IOR CONTROLLER'S SCHEDULE
0I at sd 28d COMEX)

ft. sodar cantr lr's scheftle tell each senior controller which controller is sup-
posed to ftramut a message, what the controller is to say, which messqe is to be trvasmitted
and wiuat the apquopmate controller reaction on the other side should be. Both senior control-
lers must hum a copy of the senior controller's schedule. The I st and 2nd COMEX'senior
control.': schedule are identical except that the REALTRAIN number* are different.
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SENIOR CONTROLLER'S SCHEDULE
(It COMEX)

Messag

Controllers Firee Messe Number Target Mesae
Green 42 SHERIDAN 33 HIT BY TOW 42 1 SHERIDAN 33 CONFIRMED
Brown 02a 60 HIT BY 17 2 60 CONFIRMED (I 2b)

Brown 48 SCOUT 92 HIT BY SHERIDAN 48 3 SCOUT 92 CONFIRMED
Brown 81 SHERIDAN 37 HIT BY TOW 81 4 SHERIDAN 37 CONFIRMED

Green 12b SCOUT 22 HIT BY LAW 63 5 SCOUT 22 CONFIRMED
Brown 67 UNKNOWN PC AT COORD 123456

HIT BY SHERIDAN 67 6 TOW 68 CONFIRMED

Green 12a 08 HIT BY 93 7 08 CONFIRMED (02b)
Green 10 SCOUT 19 HIT BY SHERIDAN 10 8 SCOUT 19 CONFIRMED

Brown 24 SCOUT 49 HIT BY TOW 24 9 SCOUT 49 CONFIRMED
Green 12a 32 AND 47 HIT BY INDIRECT

FIRE AND CONFIRMED. 10

Brown 02b SHERIDAN 63 HIT BY LAW 72 11 SHERIDAN 63 CONFIRMED
Brown 02a SHERIDAN 63 HIT BY LAW 83 12 SHERIDAN 63 CONFIRMED

Green 63 SHERIDAN 67 HIT BY SHERIDAN
63 13 SHERIDAN 67 CONFIRMED

Brown 97 APCI•2'HIT BY SCOUT 97 20 MM 14. APC 12 CONFIRMED
Brown 19 UNKNOWN APC AT COORD

567321 HIT BY SCOUT 19 20 MM is TOW 24 CONFIRMED

Brown 02a 81 HIT BY 62 16 81 CONFIRMED (12b)
Green 12b 72 HIT BY 64 17 72 CONFIRMED (02b)

Brown 81 18 AND 45 HIT BY INDIRECT FIRE
I AND CONFIRMED 18

Green 37 SHERIDAN 48 HIT BY SHERIDAN
37 19 SHERIDAN 48 CONFIRMED

Green 49 TOW 81 HIT BY SCOUT 49 20 MM 20 TOW 81 CONFIRMED
Brown 33 TOW 42 HIT BY SHERIDAN 33 21 TOW 42 CONFIRMED

Brown 22 SCOUT 97 HIT BY SCOUT 22 20 MM 22 SCOUT 97 CONFIRMED
Green 79 APC 02 HIT BY SCOUT 79 20 MM 23 APC 02 CONFIRMED

Green 92 INF IN WOODLINE COORD 632146
_ HIT BY SCOUT 92 20 MM 24 91. 33, 83, 34 CONFIRMED (02a)

Green I12a 85 HIT BY 93 25 85 CONFIRMED (02b)

Green 68 SHERIDAN 33 HIT BY TOW 68 26 SHERIDAN 33 CONFIRMED
Brown 02b 48 HIT BY 83 27 48 CONFIRMED (12a)
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SE:'IOR eONTROLLER'S SCHEDULE
(2nd COMEX)

Controulju Frier MameNms Tarpt Memop

Green 06 SHERIDAN 5S HIT BY TOW 06 1 ,HEItDAN S CONFIRMED
Brown 25. 46 HIT BY 69 46 CONFIRMED (74b)

Brmw 53 SCOUT 86 HIT BY SHERIDAN 53 3 SCOUT 86 CONFIRMED
Brown 65 SRIDAN 95 HIT BY TOW 6S 4 95

Green 74b SCOUT 96 HIT BY LAW 98 5 SCOUT96CONFIRMW
Brown 04 UNKNOWN PC AT COORD 123456

,______ HIT BY SHERIDAN 04 6 TOW 59 CON'"IRMD

Green 74m 71 HIT BY 57 7 71 CONFIRMED (25_ )
Green 35 SCOUT 30 HIT BY SHERIDAN 35 S SCOUT 30 CONFIRMED

Brown 11 SCOUT 78 HIT BY TOW 11 9 SCOUT 78 CONFIRMED
Green 74a 28 AND 31 HIT BY INDIRECT

FIRE AND CONFIRMED. 10

Brown 25b SHERIDAN 43 HIT BY LAW 52 11 SHERIDAN43 CONFIRMED
Brown 2U SHERIDAN 43 HIT BY LAW 75 12 SHERIDAN4.; CONFIRMED

Green 43 SHERIDAN 04 HIT By ,HERIP N
43 13 SHERIDAN 04 CONFIRMED

Brown 41 APC 74 HIT By scour 4120 MM 14. APC74CONIRMED

Brown 30 UNKNOWN AT coo..-
567321 HIT BY SCOUT 30 20MM Is TOW 11 CONFIRMED

Brown 2S& 46 HIT BY 87 16 46 CONFIRMED (74b)
Green 74b 52 HIT BY 82 17 52 CONFIRMED (25b)

Brown 65 54 AND 07 HIT BY INDIRECT FIRE
AND CONFIRMED 18

Green 95 SHERIDAN 53 HIT BY SHERIDAN
95 19 SHERIDAN 53 CONFIRMED

Green 78 TOW 65 HIT BY SCOLUT 78 20 MM 20 TOW 65 CONFIRMED
Brown 55 TOW 06 HIT BY SHERIDAN 5S 21 TOW 06 CONFIRMED

Brown 96 SCOUT 41 HIT BY SCOUT 96 20 MM 22 SCOUT 41 CONFIRMED
"Green 67 APC 25 HIT BY SCOUT 61 '20 MM 23 APC 25 CONFIRMED

Green 86 INF IN WOODLIIE COORD 632146
HIT BY SCOUT 86 20 MM 24 69,51, 75,89 CONFIRMED(25a)

Green 74a 87 HIT BY 57 25 87 CONFIRMED (25b)

Green 59 SHERIDAN 55 HIT BY TOW 59 26 SHERIDAN 55 CONFIRMED
Brown 25b 03 HIT BY 75 27 03 CONFIRMED (74s)
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Memage No. I
Gmn 06

The TOW you are with sees Sheridan 55 cross over a ridgeline at a range of 1500 meters.
The TOW fires and you determine that the Sheridan was hit.

Message No. 2
Brown 25a

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they come
into contact. Rifleman 69 fires his weapon and calls out "46."

Mhuale No. 3
Brown 53

The Sheridan you are with sees Scout 86 moving along a treeline at a range of 800
"meters and fires at it. You determine that Scout 86 was hit.

/

Message No.4
Brown 65

The TOW you are with sees Sheridan 95 cross over a ridgeline at a range of 1500 meters.
The TOW fires and you determine that the Sheridan was hit.

Mes.ae No. S
Green 74b

You are following some dismounted infantry from your track when they see Scout 96
on a trail about 200 meters away. Rifleman 98 picks up a LAW and fires. You determine that
Scout 96 is hit.

Message No. 6
Brown 04

The Sheridan you are with sees an APC forward of a treeline at a range of 1700 meters
hut because of sun reflection, the REALTRAIN number cannot be seen. The Sheridan fires andyou determine that the APC was hit. You figure that the APC was at coordinates 123456.
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r7

GaMPme. ?
Gus. 74.

You are followinig dkwe vOd talmty fm ti bae k you us with whmm they come
into contact. i a S7 flm Jis wespw @ud calk out "71."

No.41

Mw Nudaa you as I suu Scout 30 sifot das a w at a nap of 800
mters and (I. at ft. You determine that Sout M wm hit.

m gNo. It.9
Brows I I

The TOW you are with seea Scout 76 .c ow an eapowd ndge a a a•a of I SOO
meters. M TOW fis and you detemine that t*e ecout v*,kd wei hit.

- N., 2

Gtoe 74a

You an dmiounted with two bum the track (26 sad 31) when a Ane marker
drops 3 Misey d atove 20 meten away. You determine that 26 and 31 m casualties.

MMeW eNo. Il
Brown 2Sb

You es fallowiam some dismwunted infantry from your trackv wen they se Sherdan 43
on a trail about 7S meter sway. Rifleman 52 pioks up a LAW and fires. You determine that Sheri-
dan 43 isht.

3rows 2S&

Sou we following tome dismounted infantry from your track when they see Sheridan
C43 M-4 ,ld abo 100 away. Rifleman75 picks up a LAW rnd fires. You determine that

S.w.. 43 is hit.
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Mesage No. 13
Green 43

The Sheridan you are with sees Sheridan 04 cross an open field at a range of 700
meters. Your Sheridan fires and you determine that Sheridan 04 was hit.

Menage No. 14
Brown 41

The scout you are with sees APC 74 moving along a treeline about 200 meters away
and fires its 20mm gun. You determine that the APC was hit.

Message No. IS
Brown 30

The scout vehicle you are with sees an APC forward of a treeline at a range of 300
meters but, because of sun reflection, the REALTRAIN number cannot be seen. Your scout
fires its 20mm gun and you determine that the APC was hit. You figure that the APC was at
coordinates 567321.

Message No. 16
Brown 2as

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they come
into contact. Rifleman 87 fires his weapon and calls out "46."

Message No. 17
Green 74b

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they come
into contact. Rifleman 82 fires his weapon and calls out "52."

Message No. 18
Brown 65

You are dismounted with two men from the track (54 and 07) when a fire marker
drops 3 artillery simulators 20 meters away. You determine that 54 and 07 are casualties.
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Manor No. 19
Gurees 95

The S sw you -e with ue •sqlMr 53 crois - •W a M awp ofU700 meters.
Your Sheridu fIm a" yum determine that Skrekka 53 was hit.

Muanag N,620
Gree 78

Yom u wish Stow llmho*h was'MOW, trek (65) moap ksa woodline. Scout
78 fires hm 2• pm 'from a dieic. of 200 ntueta aud you daterlnne that TOW 6Swas hit.

Meump No. 21
Brown 5S

The Srldn you we with wes a TOW tuck (06) cros oar an expoed iddIine.
Your Sherid thu a"l yow datomrmu that the.TOW cmk was hit.

Msage NW 232
Brown 6

The scou vehicle you ate with sa another scout vehicle (41) roolr, along a woodline
and firs at it w1o th 20mw gu.. You deteniw that SoMu 41 was hiL

Messp No. 23
Green 61

The scout vehicle you -ire with sees APC 25 cros an open field. Your scoug flres its
20mm gun aM you doermwL that AK 25 was hit,

Meano No. 24
Green 86

The sCoW vehicle you are with sees dismounted infantry in a w"odl ve about 200
meters away. Neither you nor the scout TC can identify any REALTRAIN numbers. You
figmu that iWfary is # coordinates 632146 and the scout fires its 20mm gun at the infantry.



Memaug No. 25
Green 74a

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they come
into contact. Rifleman 57 fires his weapon and calls out "87."

Memage No. 26
Green 59

The TOW you are with sees Sheridan 55 cross over an exposed ridgeline at a range of
1500 meters. The TOW fires and you determine that the Sheridan was hit.

Memsae No. 27
Brown 25b

You are following dismounted infantry from the track you are with when they come
into contact. Rifleman 75 fires his weapon and calls out "03."
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CONTROLU.3 CAAUALTY RECORD
(MCS LOG)

VwiI w- Msmmi Nmmobw

~. Sal fki s55I qg 5.7 1 75'

04. 85, 5sl .33 6195
lOw ________1 Too) to4 ~I1 I45 I

1114 4~q 753 a , Ip 1i O1ra

)IS 1±,2 q9i& 3al 47' 93, 91 11 OZj 1 5 33' 1t ,A oi

(Ti he peved pnmUw be flMki ms hW. ItM eUci..)

Tim Sami.L Q.... 111eU Tegubeted: I4
Zvw nqmUU4EOR

Thisof Tbwed
Taie W Fi t. n Coon. Cemmeste NOWm

s'cit 35 'TOW 4da jjjj #/30

60 1l"i/ss, //ss

scl qz S~40. 14 //.37 /15~7

SvL S? TOW 2 9.X /~o 1a3,0 _____1_

SC.T I LAW (o3 h2lOS j.O5

TOW a 5Hf R 67 I~Ola u NJk "Pr-c An4u'
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EVENIT SEQUENICE RECORD
(Continuatio She~t)

Time at Tbme of
TuAM" Fie, mm. CoathI, Commnts., Not".

9,3 1 I.R o /01/o _ _ __ _

SCT A s Hip, 10 Id~i/ l

41 TO QA. a7- I)JIr a.~ _______

-RP 4 A ;- 41~
SkilRP.&( L.AJ QR3 aj3 _________

APe-12.1 scT97 (;cii #m) Jj5______

70W-)~q sci- (.Xw i4 W%. LiAfi' ACSti,7,

81 (*.1 a I~ > I____IM__

Ia 69I 4~30 1 Wo

5KR411 5HP 37 1~.33 1 ;33,

i~JJ V SC-T qg(cJO/i7) Q351 1,35 _______

7m~qz5WI& 33 31 ý; 3 ____6_
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yb=.I Tbudi

APc oz. SC~T 74(oPf l~a ss ______

93 . sq6T i&o's,'Y 1,qo Ilqa zNP41F %9
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CONTROLLER CASUALTY RECORD
(NO LOG)

DATE: EXERCISE NUMBER:_. RECORDER:

FORCE:

yp. No. ldein Nubs Type No. Helmet Numben
I I o I I ' I

- - , - I I

(The' I I II I II

_,I I I I iI
- - I__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ , I I I

' I

I I I I I I I i ,

- -I I I I I- I I

I I I -, I I '
- -I , I I o- -I

I I I I
I o I II
, I I I 'I I I I

(11u abow p~or wtlB be fle out hw t•n exeram.)

T1M Swt: Thum Terriasled:
EVENT SEQUENCE RECORD

Thi of Time of
Torpt Fibe Fin Confltn Commena None
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